VM I MAX
An LED light box with style and impact, the new I
Max display frame features a contemporary black
border and an impressive 5000 Lux light intensity.
To maximise space, the frames are just 10mm deep
and are double-sided to enable graphics to be
placed on either side of the powerful internal light
source.

KEY FEATURES

Innovative Fixings
Unique hanging system
for easy installation

Double-sided
Illumination
Maximise your advertising
space by displaying
graphics on both sides

High Luminosity

Display versatility

Delivering 5000 Lux,
this is a highly luminous
lightbox

Use our VM Cable system
to create adaptable
display solutions

DETAIL
VM I Max is available in either a portrait or landscape orientation in A-series dimensions from A4 to
A0 without compromising the 10mm depth of the slim illuminated display frame. To create stylish
window arrangements, the frame is compatible with our VM Cable installation system and can be
inclined to create a viewing angle of 0 to 90 degrees. With external fixtures, the I Max frame benefits
from a modern design which enhances graphics on display.
In addition to the A-Series lightboxes, three banner options have been created to enable
compositions of multiple frames with headers. Each banner is 35mm in height and available in
widths of 60mm, 100mm and 125mm.
Finally, take a look at our wall mounted I Max frames which complete the VM I Max range and
provide versatility for creating uniform installations using this frame design.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
A4 frame dimensions

335 x 247mm

A3 frame dimensions

459 x 335mm

A2 frame dimensions

632 x 459mm

A1 frame dimensions

879 x 632mm

Depth

10mm

Combine panel
formats

Fixtures do not allow
combinations of different
panel formats

Electric tension

24 Volts

LED light intensity

5000 Lux

Number of LEDs

135 (A3 frame)

Fixing system

External

Double-sided lit panel

Yes

Watt format A4

5W

Watt format A3

7.5W

Watt format A2

10.5W

Watt format A1

26.5W

Compatible solutions

VM Cable, VM Mobile
Stand

